Functional relevance of synonymous alleles reflected in allele rareness in the population.
We provide theoretical evidence supporting the non-neutrality of synonymous alleles by investigating the rareness of synonymous alleles in the population. We find a significantly greater number of synonymous rare alleles than conventional neutral alleles derived from noncoding regions. A permutation experiment shows that the rareness of synonymous alleles is not a byproduct of random statistical noise. We then compare the frequencies of synonymous rare alleles and common alleles in various functional contexts in which synonymous alleles are known to be involved. Subsequently, we perform logistic regression analysis to elucidate the effect size of each independent factor contributing to the rareness of synonymous alleles. Additionally, we show that changes in optimality caused by synonymous mutations resulting in rare SNPs in the population tend to be biased toward optimality loss. We think that our study will contribute to the development of novel strategies for identifying functional synonymous mutations.